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Background

• Workshop May 2009 sponsored by The
Planetary Society

• Goal: Identify and recommend key attributes to
help preserve a strategic Mars program
– Independent input to the Decadal Survey
– Advocacy to Congressional staff and others
– International, education, science, engineering,

program
• Input to Augustine Commission and NASA

leadership
• My Road Leads to Mars public engagement

campaign
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The First Step…
…is admitting that there is a problem

• Mars exploration is a “crown jewel” of NASA
space science but its continuation is at risk
– Budget pressures and competing priorities
– High costs of key next steps
– Lack of consensus on future goals and architectures

• This Decadal Survey must articulate the value
and importance of a continued, strategic Mars
program
– Mars remains a “special place”: Habitability and

accessibility



The Search for Life…Past, Present,
Future

• A program needs a goal, and the goal is life
• Be Bold! Accept and articulate the significance

and the challenges
– A long-term commitment to understand, not just

detect
– Establish the broad context that reaches beyond Mars
– Importance of even a “negative” finding

• Public interest remains high but the long-range
vision must be clear
– Avoid scientific “code words” – say what we mean
– Bring the public along – express the challenges and

risks



A Robotic-Human Partnership
• Mars exploration should be perceived as a

unified long-term endeavor
• Robotic missions enable key decisions for

eventual human exploration
– Environment and crew safety
– Framework for science and exploration goals
– Demonstrate capabilities and emplace infrastructure

• Express the scientific benefits of eventual
human presence
– Rapid reaction, lab studies, prospecting, deep drilling
– Key to understanding such an important and intricate

issue



Mars Sample Return
• Mars Sample Return remains the “anchor point”

of a strategic program
– A key and perhaps definitive step in the search for life
– Establish a technical roadmap leading to MSR
– Not a traditional monolithic mission – MSR itself

should be viewed as a “campaign” or program
• MSR can serve as a bridge between robotic and

human Mars exploration
– An important step toward human exploration – a

decision milestone along the “flexible path”
– MEP canʼt afford it but canʼt live without it
– Consider a joint ESMD-SMD program possibly using

Ares V or equivalent



An Global Coalition for Mars
Exploration

• International collaboration is an enabling feature of
long-term Mars exploration
– Establish at the program level rather than individual

missions
– A shared commitment to a common goal

• Mars Sample Return and precursor steps provide
an excellent framework for international planning
– Stand-alone missions, multiple vehicles, surface and

orbit…
• Collaboration on Mars exploration can facilitate

broader cooperation in other important areas
– Energy, education, and climate change


